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At alferpro, we offer the building materials and tile trade not only high-quality products 
but also excellent service - and have been doing so for many years. With our broad 
range of products, we are an established player in the tile accessories market and are 
convincing with our 18 product series through great product depth and a high variety 
of designs and materials.

Whether indoors or outdoors, whether classic application or a technical design highlight 
whether stainless steel, aluminium or plastic - we have the right product for every need.

With our alferbasic, alferquad and alfercircle series, you can use the classic application 
as a border or transition between two coverings. Skilfully placed, you also set a design 
highlight.

With our alferlight series, you can set stylish accents in your home and at the same time 
provide safety, for example by illuminating stairs. Enjoy a spa atmosphere within your 
own four walls, Simply control - via app - the light in the desired colour tone and the 
appropriate brightness. There are no limits to your creativity.

Speaking of apps: To give you an even better overview of us and our product range, we 
have come up with something very special: You can now find us in your app store! Visit 
us in the alferpro house and be inspired by our products.

Do you need more detailed information or support for your next project? Then don‘t 
hesitate to contact us. 
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ROLL FORMING MACHINES

Manufacturing on ultra-modern, partially automated equipment.
At the heart of our production, profiles are manufactured from flat products on four 
high-performance lines. Here, stainless steel is processed first and foremost, which 
requires special care and expertise. At speeds of up to 20 m/min, a wide variety of 
products with different cross-sections and lengths are produced. Qualified employees 
operate and monitor the partially automated equipment so that only the best and most 
controlled quality leaves our plant.

EXTRUSION

Quality on the production line.

In plastic production, profiles are extruded on three semi-automated machines at a 
speed of up to 10 m/min. The high-quality granules are liquefied and compressed and 
then are extruded with precision moulds into the required shape. A flying die cutter 
gives our alferpro hole pattern to the profiles before they are checked, labelled and 
packaged by our employees and then leave the factory.
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The finishing touches for tiles, parquet, laminate, design floors or carpet. 

Whether as a closure or transition between coverings, the profiles of the alferbasic series 
protect the tile edges and create an elegant look. A variety of options, materials and 
finishes offers the right product for you and every application. 

Height:   2,0 mm – 30,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Stainless steel V4A, Aluminium natural,  
  Aluminium anodized, Aluminium powder-coated,  
  Brass natural, Brass chrome-plated, Plastic

For modernists who like to set a trend. 

The high quality profiles not only protect the edges of the covering, they frame it. Whether 
as a closure or discreet border, alferquad feels at home in any modern architecture. 

Height:  4,5 mm – 12,5 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium anodized, Aluminium 
  powder-coated, Brass chrome-plated

alferbasic
ANGLE PROFILES

alferquad
SQUARE EDGE PROFILES
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Rounded outer edges – safe and elegant. 

The symmetrical cross section of the alfercircle gives coverings a smooth transition or 
closure. The discreetly rounded profiles not only look great, they also reduce the risk of 
scratches in case of impact. alfercircle – a round design in stainless steel, aluminium or 
plastic. 

Height:   6,0 mm – 12,5 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Stainless steel V4A, Aluminium  
  anodized,  Aluminium powder-coated, Plastic

alfercircle
QUATER CIRCLE PROFILES

alfercurve
PLIABLE ANGLE PROFILES

Enliven the design of tile coverings. 

alfercurve profiles are flexible thanks to their special die-cutting. They adapt to your  
individual curve guide. Transitions with elegant rounding can be implemented easily. 

Height:   2,0 mm – 30,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium natural, Aluminium anodized
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The smart covering for expansion joints and transitions  
between various floor surfaces. 

Ceramic tiles are unimaginable without joints. However, they often interfere with the  
appearance. The alfercap profiles are pressed into the still wet silicone bed and they 
deftly conceal the transitions between the floor surfaces. These designer items are 
available in many trandy colours and high quality materials. The profiles can also be  
added subsequently. An elegant solution for covering thicknesses from 6 mm. 

Width:   14,0 mm, 25,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium natural, Aluminium anodized, 
  Brass natural, Brass chrome-plated

At last an end to unsightly silicone joints! 

The concave profiles elegantly cover the joints between wall and floor or inside corners. 
The installation succeeds easily, because the profile is simply pushed into the wet silicone.  
With the alfercap round series, the joints are completely covered. An installation can also 
be done subsequently. 

Height:   8,0 mm, 12,0 mm
Material:  Aluminium anodized, Aluminium powder-coated,  
  Plastic

alfercap-round
EDGE JOINT COVER PROFILES

alfercap
T-PROFILES
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Form meets function: style element and safety factor at the same time. 

The steps provide creative transitions and structure to the space. Step edge profiles 
increase tread safety and protect the edge at the same time against mechanical strain. 

Height:   8,0 mm – 23,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium anodized, Plastic

alferflex
EXPANSION JOINT PROFILES

Discreet appearance despite strong effect. Laminate expansion joints with 
alferpro profiles. 

Expansion joints are for compensating floor tensions in large areas, especially in public 
or commercial spaces and alferflex is a functional solution which prevents cracks in the 
flooring. In order to keep the continuous appearance of a surface with as little disturbance  
as possible, we have designed very slim expansion joint profiles. Additional colours on 
request. 

Height:   2,0 mm – 80,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium, Plastic

alferstep
STEP EDGE PROFILES
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The nicest thing in life is freedom. Eliminate interfering barriers! 

Even the smallest differences in height often lead to significant limitations in everyday life. 
Especially in public areas or commercial areas this accessibility is disruptive and should 
be avoided. With the profiles of the alferlevel series, you can compensate for differences  
in levels of up to 20 mm – even outdoors. Whether pallet truck, wheelchair or inline  
skates, the profiles are robust and can make annoying obstacles disappear. 

Height:   8,0 mm – 20,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium natural,  
  Aluminium anodized

Stable and clean edges for tile coverings, plastered or wallpapered walls. 

The profiles of the alfercorner series protect wall edges permanently from impact  
damage. Ideal in highly frequented areas such as hallways and public spaces. Thanks to 
timeless design and many options you will find the correct product for every application. 

Height tileable:    8,0 mm – 10,0 mm 
1-fold edged:  10,0 mm – 50,0 mm
3-fold edged:  25,0 mm – 50,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Stainless steel V4A, 
  Aluminium anodized

alfercorner
EDGE PROTECTING PROFILES

alferlevel
RAMP PROFILES
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alferstyle baseboard
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Prove your style with decorative profiles from the alferstyle series. 

Choose the matching decor for any environment from a wide range of different materials, 
surfaces and colours. Clear shapes accentuate the high-quality materials. Give spaces 
your personal character; from modern simplicity to timeless classicism. 

Widht Listelli:  10,0 mm, 25,0 mm, 40,0 mm
Height skirting boards : 40,0 mm, 60,0 mm, 80,0 mm,100,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium anodized, 
  Aluminium powder-coated, Brass chrome-plated

alferlight
LED PROFILES

Lighten up the dark and ensure safety in a relaxed atmosphere. 

Light in the strict sense is not an element. Therefore, light has a very strong impact 
on spacial effect. Apart from the design aspect, rooms with alferlight are also safer as 
they illuminate e.g. trip hazards and stairs. The LED profiles are installed like classic tile  
profiles when laying the tiles in the covering. Cables and power supply can be hidden 
under plaster or drywall. 

Height:  10,0 mm – 60,0 mm
Material:  Aluminium anodized
Luminous colour: warm white (from 3000 K), neutral white (from 4000 K), 
  cold white (from 5000 K)
  Light shade continuously controllable depending  
  on model 

alferstyle
LISTELLI PROFILES AND BASEBOARDS



Designer grate ALISP Greka

alferbox
BUILT-IN NICHES

Good design is a niche. 

The built-in niches offer new possibilities for setting design highlights. Different colours 
and sizes allow for a variety of designs - not only in the bathroom, but everywhere in the 
house. Whether you create an absolute eye-catcher with the niches or let them blend 
in with the surrounding tiles: Everything is possible according to your taste. If you wish, 
you can even tile the boxes - with the surrounding tiles or perhaps a mosaic? There are 
no limits to what you can do. 

Flange height:  8,0 mm –   11,0 mm
Width:   150,0 mm – 600,0 mm
Height:  300,0 mm
Depth:  100,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A

LOW INSTALLATION  

HEIGHT AND EXCELLENT  

DISCHARGE VALUES

Shower channels made of stainless steel for the highest demands in design 
and reliability. 

Shower channels are the most elegant way of draining floor-level showers. Seven 
lengths and six design grates offer the right solution for every situation. Thanks to the 
hard foam body with drain, odour trap and horizontal outlet, the channel system is easy 
to position on the screed. A relining is not necessary. Drain and sealing form one unit 
and permanently protect against moisture. The total installation height is only 60 mm.  
Apart from the shower channel, alferline has a lot more to offer:
From shower wall trim to slope wedge and glass profile, you will find 
everything you need to install the shower of your dreams. 

Lenght:   50,0 cm – 120,0 cm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A

alferline
SHOWER CHANNELS AND PROFILES
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alferground
SEALING – ISOLATING – DRAINING

This plan is waterproof! With the alferground range we offer a highly reliable 
solution for the expansion and renovation of damp areas – indoors and out-
doors. 

Isolate the substrate from the covering. Our mats, bands and sheets are an effective 
protection against cracking. Prolong the durability of coverings in damp and wet areas. 
The products for indoor and outdoor use are 100 % waterproof and prevent moisture  
damage. Effective drainage in loosely laid coverings can be achieved by using our  
drainage mat. 

Width:   12,0 cm – 100,0 cm 
Mat thickness:    3,0 mm –    8,0 mm

Designed to meet the special requirements on terraces and balconies. 

Whether for new construction or retrofitting during renovation: with alferbal you are  
always on the right track. The balcony angle profiles protect the screed edge from 
the weather and provide a visually appealing finish. The drainage profiles allow  
seepage water to drain away quickly and the drip edge profiles protect the substrate 
from penetrating water. The subfloor from moisture penetration.

Height:   11,0 mm – 95,0 mm
Material:  Stainless steel V2A, Aluminium anodized,  
  Aluminium powder-coated

alferbal
BALCONY ANGLE PROFILES
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Whether you need a device holder, a levelling or a pedestal system – alfertool 
products complete your possibilities. 

With the adjustable support system of alfertool you can loosely lay panels with heights 
from only 18 mm up to 560 mm. The support system can easily be placed and flexibly 
adjusted. The two leveling systems support the installer in laying even large-format and 
rectangular tiles. Choose your system for level coverings in perfection. With the x-star

®  
device holder you bring order and system into every workshop. The special retaining 
spring clamps provide an optimum hold, even of heavy loads. 

alfertool
RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
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alferentry
ENTRANCE MATS

Prove your class already in the entrance area with alferentry entrance mats. 

Large and architecturally demanding entrances are no challenge for alferentry. The PE 
foam glued to the underside guarantees low-noise walking and ensures optimum  
contact surfaces. The surface material is also UV-resistant and slip-resistant; thus,  
alferentry also contributes to safety in your entrance area. The mats of alferentry Basic are  
perfectly suitable as a starter model. For heavy loads, we recommend the alferentry  
Compact mats and for large-scale, architecturally demanding entrance areas, the best 
choice is alferentry Max. Our mats can be used both outdoors and indoors. 

Height:   10,0 mm – 27,0 mm
Variations:  Ribbed carpet, Ribbed carpet + Scraper bar, Ribbed  
  carpet + Grooved rubber, Ribbed carpet + Cassette  
  brush, Ribbed carpet + Brusch strip, Cassette Brush,  
  Grooved rubber, Grooved rubber + scraper bar,  
  Grooved rubber + Cassette brush, Grooved rubber +  
  Brush strip
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Together for success. 

We see ourselves as a competent partner for all questions concerning tile accessories. The 
alferpro sales team network is always by your side with expert advice. Our international  
customer service, located in Wutoeschigen, Germany, handles all customer enquiries 
and order processing functions. You benefit from the treasure trove of experience of our  
employees, which guarantees you expert advice. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. 

We would be pleased to assist you:

Telephone  +49 7746 / 92 01 50 0
Fax  +49 7746 / 92 01 85 00
E-Mail  info.eng@alferpro.com

alferpro
CUSTOMER SERVICE 



Industriestrasse 7 · 79793 Wutoeschingen · Germany
Tel +49 7746 92 01 50 0 · Fax +49 7746 92 01 85 00
  alferpro · info.en@alferpro.com · www.alferpro.com
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